Case Study

AI-Based Security Analytics and Monitoring

Aspiring Minds’ flagship product AMCAT, is the world’s most widely-taken employability test that is
backed by state–of–the-art, adaptive assessment technology and machine learning algorithms.
Aspiring Minds enables job seekers to evaluate their job skills, earn industry recognized credentials
and find appropriate career opportunities. And they help companies dramatically improve their
quality and efficiency of hiring and are today associated with more than 3500 corporations.
Founded in 2008, Aspiring Minds is a 500+ people strong organization with operations in US,
China, India, Middle East, Philippines and Sub-Saharan Africa.
Avid Secure's AI-powered alert correlation and intelligent alerting helps Aspiring Minds efforts to
tackle incident detection and triage security events for remediation meeting large customers’ thirdparty compliance requirements.

AI-BASED SECURITY ANALYTICS AND MONITORING
Aspiring Minds chose AWS to power its machine learning and artificial intelligence that demands
resilience and, with the company adding large global customers, there are ongoing requirements to
demonstrate secure configurations and continuous compliance. The team was seeking to scale their
CloudTrail workflow efficiently to cope with the growth of their large customer to ensure governance,
compliance, operational auditing, and risk auditing of their AWS accounts.

AI-POWERED ALERT CORRELATION AND INTELLIGENT ALERTING
Aspiring Minds' security analysts eliminated alert fatigue with Avid Secure’s AI-powered alert
correlation and intelligent alerting of risks with alerts, ranked and coupled with contextual information,
helped the analysts focus on their core tasks. For instance, every resource with the same violation, is
consolidated into a single smart alert. In addition, Avid Secure runs complex machine learning models
to detect various types of smart attacks such as anomalous user access patterns or traffic going out
of network being higher than normal and the context helps in remediation activities.
Furthermore, remediation activities related to misconfigurations in virtualization, IAM, workload
protection, network security, and encryption will serve to ensure preparedness of upcoming customer
demands for GDPR compliance. With Avid Secure, Aspiring Mind’s is able to audit both the
compliance and security teams’ interactions via alert and remediation workflows using Avid Secure’s
“one-click” and custom reporting capabilities.
"...Avid Secure's AI/ML capability continues to be the perfect
solution for dealing with alert overload that has driven significant
efficiencies in prioritization and remediation..." -- Vikas Gupta,
Engineering, Aspiring Minds

About Avid Secure
Avid Secure combines deep security expertise with the power of AI to deliver intelligent security monitoring, governance,
risk, and compliance automation, and rugged and smart DevSecOps in the cloud with one simple-to-use interface. Avid
Secure is an agentless SaaS solution that can be deployed in minutes and has out-of-the-box support for cloud providers like
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform (GCP). With Avid Secure, organizations can have
complete visibility, critical security insights, and automated risk remediation in minutes.
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